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Will Lierheimer 

Spain 

May 8, 2023 

The Nuances Between Spanish and American Culture 

This past week I decided to interview my intercambio, to talk about some of the main 

cultural differences both between us and our home countries. Though we were previously aware 

of most of these differences, having a discussion about them made us both think about them 

much more deeply. The first thing I asked him about was time, and how the sense of time here in 

Spain is much different than in America. Though I adjusted fairly quickly to the spanish lifestyle, 

he still thought that my sense of time was much different than his. For example, during the week 

my intercambio has to work, so he usually gets up around 8, goes to work, and comes home 

around 3 or 4. He then eats, takes a siesta, and gets back up. around 7. We both go to the same 

gym, and often find it hard to coordinate going together because I like to work out around 7 or 8 

so that I can eat with my host mom at 9 or 9:30, but he will often go to the gym around my 

dinnertime, and not eat until 10 or 11. Because of this he stays up much later than I do, and on 

days that he doesn’t work will sleep until early afternoon. This lifestyle is much different than in 

America, where instead of taking a siesta, people will continue working or running errands so 

that they can eat and go to sleep earlier.  

Another thing I’ve noticed is that my friend almost always pays in cash, and when I 

asked him why, he didn’t really have a reason for it other than that it’s just normal here in Spain. 

Sometimes I use my card to pay for very cheap things or a drink at the bar, and he thinks it’s 



silly. However, this cultural difference is definitely beginning to change, especially after Covid 

when people began tapping their debit and credit cards instead of exchanging cash in order to 

prevent the spread of germs.  

The other big cultural difference that I talked about with my intercambio is smoking. 

Though he is a nurse and doesn’t smoke that much, he still enjoys doing it socially and says that 

he often feels obligated to do it when all of his friends are. In America tobacco has come to be 

seen by the younger generation as a poison, and most people think it's gross to smoke, especially 

cigarettes and tobacco. Here, however, it is almost the opposite. If you don’t like to smoke 

tobacco a lot of people might see you as an outsider and it can be more difficult to integrate 

oneself socially. Though this is also beginning to change, as more and more people have 

transitioned from tobacco to vaping, as has already happened in America, tobacco is still very 

integrated into Spanish culture.  

One of the big differences between Americans and the Spanish, and between my 

intercambio and I, is family. Though family is also very important in America, once kids move 

to college and get a job they often go months without visiting their parents. Here, families seem 

much more interconnected and people visit their parents much more frequently. Though he 

works in Sevilla, every other weekend or so he goes to visit his parents and siblings in his 

hometown which is about two hours away. Though my brother lives in Portland which is only 

about an hour away, I only see him every month or so since he works and I go to school. 

Additionally, my host mom’s sons visit her almost every week despite the fact that they are 

doctors and lawyers. Friends and family here seem much more closely connected than back 



home, and though this may be a generalization I have heard a lot of other Americans say the 

same thing.  

Most of what my intercambio and I discussed in the interview were things that we 

already knew or had talked about before, but thinking about it on a deeper level made me realize 

how strong the cultural differences between certain countries really are. As a result, the people 

who grow up in these countries are all unique in their own ways and have adapted to the cultural 

norms and tendencies that surround them. When interacting with someone from another country 

or culture, the most important thing is not to see them as weird or different because they are 

accustomed to things that we are not, but to try and understand and appreciate their differences. 

This way we can learn from them and gain a better understanding of the many cultures that are 

present in the world rather than being ignorant and just focusing on our own.  
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